Background

Climate change is not abstract for our region. More than one million people across New York and New Jersey live at risk of flooding today. Yet, eight years after Hurricane Sandy, we are still unprepared. What is at stake? Your home, your business, your school, your park, your neighborhood, and your way of life. Delaying action is not an option. Now is the time to address the greatest threat to our region’s future.

The Rise to Resilience campaign is today’s roadmap for a more resilient tomorrow. Together we can build resilience, support our communities and economy and create a more equitable and just region.

Please join us at rise2resilience.org.

Issue overview

Flooding is our nation’s most common disaster. Disaster declarations due to flooding have been declared in every county in New Jersey in the past ten years alone and we’re paying for it.\(^1\) Even one inch of flooding can have dangerous consequences for human life, health and property. People and property owners have a right to know their risk. Knowing the level of one’s risk helps change patterns of behavior related to flood insurance, increasing uptake.\(^2\) And yet, the state has no such disclosure, receiving an “F” when rated against other states nationally for flood risk disclosure laws.\(^3,4\) Disclosure laws should be formed and paired with an equal effort at the state level to strengthen and increase funding for the Blue Acres property acquisition program to ensure support for homeowners with options for relocation in the face of the climate crisis.

---

Further, three-quarters of Americans support a national requirement that home sellers inform potential buyers if a property has flooded repeatedly. This support holds true across party lines and from both inland and coastal residents.5

Flood risk disclosure laws exist in states across the country, with Texas and Mississippi leading the pack in models for disclosure.

**Tenants, buyers, lessees, and investors should have a right to know:**

- **Whether or not the property is within a FEMA designated flood hazard zone,** requiring a location map of the property overlaid on the flood zone to be a requirement of sale.
- **Whether or not the property is located within a wetlands area.**
- **Whether any portion of the property will be located within an area of regular tidal inundation** in the next 30 years from the date of interest/potential sale, or the one percent annual chance floodplain as defined by federal, state, municipality-produced or officially adopted flood risk maps.6
- **Prior physical damage caused by flood to a structure on the property.**
- **Prior insurance claim for a flood-related loss on the property,** or notification regarding designation as a repetitive loss structure (including amount).
- **Obligations to obtain and maintain flood insurance.**

---

6 See (WEDG) Waterfront Edge Design Guidelines for resources for visualizing the future floodplain, though these resources should be adopted or developed at the state level to inform planning and risk designation
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